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About Us
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JT Aviation College (Under JT Educational Trust), is collaborated with        Maulana Abul Kalam 
Azad University of Technology  (Formerly Known as W.B.U.T. Govt. of  West Bengal) and 
Authorized by        International Air Transport Association (IATA). We have a highly skilled 
and experienced team of professionals who will provide their best in order to make the students 
perform in any kind of challenging situation.
  
The highly trained instructors will provide the best training methods so that the students can get all 
kind of skills such as grooming, presentation and good quality of education so that they can achieve the 
dream. Hence, if you are willing to fly with your dream, then you are completely invited to join us and 
be a part of this wonderful journey where we will make your future. 

We offer different types of courses which can help you to make your future. If you join our college, then 
you can able to do BBA in Aviation Operations, MBA in Aviation Management, Ground Staff Course, 
Air Hostess Course, Flight Attended course and many more. Not only this, but we also offer a Diploma 
in Aviation Hospitality and Aviation Management. 

We understand the fact that how important is it to get a good job nowadays to survive in this world, 
and this is why all of the courses can help you to achieve your job. If you join JT Aviation, then one of 
the biggest advantages which you can get is that you can choose your desired subject based on your 
career goal. We as an institute will always help you to provide all kind of facilities which can help you 
to be a better version of yourself. 
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Message from the

Chairman

S. Roy 
Chairman of JT Aviation College

If you are worried about the career, then we will ensure you that each and every student of our is 
placed and we will guide you in the way which will help you to get a career. We will make sure that each 
and every student will get the job, after all, that’s the primary motto for all of the students. It is our 
responsibility to provide a good career opportunities so that you can achieved your goal.

The internship is one of the most important parts and to keep this in our mind we will assure you that 
you will get a proper internship before you are stepping up into your professional life. This internship 
will help to prepare for all the situations which you are going to face in your work life.

We are better than others because we will take care of everything which is required to crack the inter-
view rounds. We arrange a special class for the students and in those classes; the airport authority 
faculty will provide all kind of minor and major information regarding this. We will also provide 
grooming classes so that the student can able to get the best job.

You have a goal to get a job in this aviation sector, and we have a mission to expand JT Aviation 
throughout PAN India. We believe in result more than promising things, and you can see that all of our 
students are spending their life happily and We, JT Aviation will do all the things which can bring a 
bright future for you.  If you want to walk on the path about which you have dreamt of, then JT Avia-
tion will be medium between you and your dream. 
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We can promise you that we will provide 
the best service and facilities in order to 
make everything easy and smooth for you. 
It is our guarantee that our Aviation Train-
ing program will help you to shape your 
career so that you can get a good life.  If you 
have the dream to fly all over the world, 
then join us and we will provide you with 
the wings which will help you to fly.  For 
your better convenience, I would like to tell 
you that our college is collaboration with        
hhh Maulana Abul Kalam Azad Uni-
versity of Technology (M.A.K.A.U.T)  
and also authorized by        International 
Air Transport Association (IATA).
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Why Choose Us ?

It is completely Wi-Fi campus.

45000 Square feet Campus Area.

The activities are monitored by CCTV.

We are providing the grooming classes.

Fully AC campus.

We have Monthly Fees facilities.

If you are planning to fly high, then you have to start your journey from the ground and if you are in 
Kolkata, then you need to know ,What is JT  Aviation? JT Aviation is one of the best aviation college 
in India which will provide the best training and knowledge to the candidates so that they can get their 
desired career opportunities.
 
No matter if you are willing to be a ground staff or you want to fly, you need some basic and advance 
knowledge and JT Aviation is the ideal place for this where the profession will train you so that you can 
able to achieve the goal of your life. Now, we would like the sheds light on the benefits which you can 
get if you join JT Aviation College.

Mission
Our main mission is to provide the best 
opportunities for our candidates so that 
they can get a good life in the future

Vision
Our vision is to provide the best quality of 
training so that the candidates can 
improve knowledge regarding manage-
ment. 

We provide all the study materials.

We provide dress material.

We have experienced and well-skilled faculties.

We have hostel facilities.

We provide an 1-6 months internship facility.

Live project and computer skill training.

2 College Campus.
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IATA Authorized

M.A.K.A.U.T. Collaborated College.

Health Checkup.



Awarded College
Our 8 years of excellence has recently won us acclamation as the Best Campus Placement among Avia-
tion College in West Bengal organized By AEE 2019 and the Best Aviation College in India. We also 
won the Zee 24 ghanta Education Excellence Award 2018 and 2019 for the "Best placement Among 
Aviation Institutions" for maintaining qualitative training and placement in Aviation.

These awards will help us to work harder, and we promise that we will keep improving our service for 
the betterment of our candidates. 
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Our 10 years of excellence have recently won us acclamation as The ABP for Excellence in Avia-
tion Training at ABP Ananda Shiksha Samman 2022 and The Best Campus Placement 
among Aviation College in West Bengal organized By News18 Bangla 2022 for maintain-
ing qualitative training and placement in Aviation.

ABP Ananda
Shiksha Samman 2022

Best Aviation Placement
in West Bengal 2022
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Awarded College 2023
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Our extensive years of excellence in education, research, and community has fetched us many 
awards and accolades. These awards are a testament to the hard work, and dedication of our dear 
students, faculty, and staff.

We are proud to share with you the awards our college has received from the year 2023
List of Awards and Achievements Times Business Awards, West Bengal (6TH Edition) 
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Diploma in Aviation Hospitality & 
Aviation Management

Air Hostess Course

Air hostess course is one of the most popular courses in recent times for many young girls as it can 
provide a good amount of salary and luxurious life. If you are willing to be a good air hostess, then 
it is necessary to join the best Aviation college in Kolkata. If you can pursue your course from JT 
Aviation College, then you will get the chance to be placed in some of the bid domestic and inter-
national airlines as well. 

Flight Attendant Course

If you like travelling, then you can get the chance to make this as your profession by doing the 
Flight attendant course.  There are many benefits which you can get if you choose this as your 
career. If you have a great personality and right attitude towards the customers, then you can be a 
successful flight attendant by taking proper training from JT Aviation College.

Ground Staff Course

The aviation industry is increasing, and simultaneously, the demands of ground staffs are increas-
ing. If you are willing to do this course, then JT Aviation is one of the best airport ground staff 
training college in Kolkata which will provide the practical training to the candidates so that they 
can get the job. 
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Eligibility for Diploma

Scope for the future
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If you are willing to do this course, then you have to pass 12th standard. This course will take 1 year to 
complete. During this course, you will get to know about Diploma in Aviation Hospitality and Aviation 
Management, advance aviation management and airline hospitality. 

After completing the course of Diploma in Aviation Hospitality and Aviation Management success-
fully, you may get a chance to work as ground staff or as a cabin crew, and you need to know that 
both the options will provide you with a safe and secure future. It’s not that you will only get to fly 
after pursuing the course because there are many other lucrative jobs opportunities available. In 
addition, the physical strength of an individual also plays an important role in the section for the 
onboard job.

Pursuing the course will also help you to get the job where you need to provide the best hospitality 
and customer service to the guests such as check-in baggage, checking their boarding pass, serve the 
meals and other necessary things and so on

                  Eligibility
 Course                  DIPLOMA

 Full form              Diploma in 
                                      Aviation
                                      Hospitality
                                      and Aviation
                                      Management

 Age                                18-26 Years                              

 Eligibility                    10+2 or 
                                         Equivalent

 Duration                    1 year

 Course Type            Regular Mode 
                                     



BBA in Aviation Operations
If you notice, then you can understand that a huge number of students are willing to do this courses 
after passing out their 12th grade. If you are willing to get a successful future in Aviation Operations, 
then the BBA in Aviation Course can be very helpful for you.
 
If you join JT Aviation, then you will get the chance to learn about the Aviation Operations, and with 
the help of the professors , you can improve the important skill of yours so that you can get a good posi-
tion in the Aviation field. 

The duration of the course is three years, and during this period you will get to know about the basic 
knowledge of aviation. The experts will help you to guide in every possible way so that you can under-
stand about marketing management, operation management, financial management, airlines business 
management, and soon. You will get full knowledge of Aviation marketing. 

During this course, you will get to know about the customer management and customer care service, 
which is one of the most important parts of this aviation industry. Not only this, but you will also get 
to know about the crew management, aircraft maintenance, public relations, travel management and 
marketing which will help you to get a good position in this aviation field. 

JT Aviation is one of the best places in Kolkata which have experienced and well-skilled facilities and 
it is an easy job for them to guide all the students so that they can able to shine in their career. 

As it is already mentioned that BBA course is 3 years of course and you have to pass 6 semesters during 
this time. Now, you also need to know that you need to gather practical experiences more than the 
theoretical experiences and this is why you need to join JT Aviation as we can provide the best infra-
structure to provide the best knowledge.
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If you are planning to pursue BBA course to get a better job in the future, then you need to know that 
there are some basic criteria’s which you need to meet in order to get an admission in a reputed college 
in Kolkata. If you are willing to get your admission in JT aviation college, then you need to meet the 
following criteria.
In order to pursue this course, you need to pass the 12th grade. Students who are passed 12th grade or 
who are waiting for the result can apply for this course. The age limits for the candidates are 18 to 24 
and they need to have 50% marks in their 12th grade. 
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Eligibility for BBA in Aviation Operations

Scope for the future
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                  Eligibility
 Course                        BBA

 Full form              Bachelors of 
                                      Business
                                      Administration
                                      in Aviation
                                      Operations

 Eligibility                    10+2 or 
                                         Equivalent

 Duration                    3 years

 Course Type              Regular Mode 
                                     

 Advance Courses    MBA in Aviation
                                    Management
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It takes three years to complete this course, and if you complete this successfully, you get to have an 
assortment of options to secure a bright and potential future. Some remarkable opportunities that 
aspirant can expect after completing the course our Customer Service Management, Passenger reser-
vation, and ticketing, customer relationship management, and revenue management.

Apart from the prospects discussed above, students who have this Bachelors of Business Administra-
tion in Aviation Operations degree can also get the job as credit control manager, airport manager, 
program manager, airport operations manager, and so on.

Pursuing the course from JT Aviation comes with the advantage of expert and trained faculties, and 
they make great efforts to make sure that you get a good job with a positive perspective towards life.  
With the proper knowledge and skills, it will be not a tough job for you to get a good career.



MBA in Aviation Management
If you are willing to see yourself at a successful position in the aviation world, then you need to pursue 
the Master of Business Administration in Aviation Management Aviation degree from JT Aviation. It 
is always good for you to take your training from       Maulana Abul Kalam Azad University of 
Technology (M.A.K.A.U.T) collaborated college and authorized by         International Air Trans-
port Association (IATA) . We have professional and experienced professors who will provide the 
best training as they have real experience of working in this field. 

In order to get a good position in the aviation industry, you need to have good knowledge about     man-
agerial skills and our faculty will provide all kind of information to improve the knowledge and skills 
of yours.

Theoretical knowledge is not enough to get a good job in this field. You need to have proper practical 
knowledge, and for this, your college needs to have proper infrastructure and if you choose to join us, 
then we can assure you that along with the theoretical knowledge we will take proper care for your 
practical knowledge in order to make you better so that you can get a good career. 

This is a two years long course and you have to give four semesters during this time. During this time 
period, you will get to know about a different aspect of this course.  It will help you to understand about 
organisation behaviour and the principals and responsibilities of management. It will also help you to 
take challenges and do your best to complete it and generally, this is the only way to get the success. 

MBA in Aviation Management can help you to achieve the goal of your career, and it will help you to 
fulfil your dreams, and after two years of this course, you will get the chance to work with some reputed 
companies . If you are willing to fulfil your dream and want to make your future secure, then don’t 
waste your time and take your admission to our  College. We can assure you that it will be a life chang-
ing decision for you to take admission in JT Aviation College. 
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Eligibility for MBA in Aviation Management

Scope for the future

If you are planning to pursue an MBA in order to get a better job opportunity, then you need to take 
admission in a good college. While you are planning to take your admission, then you need to know the 
basic criteria to take the admission. If you are willing to take the admission in JT Aviation, then you 
need to meet some basic criteria which are mentioned below.

There are some basic eligibility criteria for the students who are willing to do MBA course in Aviation. 
Firstly, the student needs to pass their bachelor degree, and they can come from any stream.              
Definitely, the candidates who did BBA in Aviation Operations can also join into this course. 
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                  Eligibility
 Course                       MBA

 Full form             Master of 
                                     Business 
                                     Administration 
                                     in Aviation
                                     Management

 Eligibility             Graduation or
                                     Equivalent

 Duration                          2 years

 Course Type             Regular Mode 
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Master of Business Administration in Aviation Management course in Aviation could be the 
life-changing game for you if you take admission to the right college because your knowledge will 
speak for you. There are many options which you can embark after completing this top-notch course 
such as flight analysis, business development, airport operations management, ticket and passenger 
service and loyalty program management, cargo operations manager, airport traffic controllers and 
many more.

There is no doubt that after completing the Master of Business Administration in Aviation Manage-
ment course, you will get placed with the best in the industry. The quality of training we offer at JT 
Aviation ensure to refine your skills and make your industry ready to shine and most importantly helps 
you to get a job with utmost satisfaction.

This Master of Business Administration in Aviation Management course will help you to open new 
opportunities, and it can help you to open some new dimensions of your life. It remains no doubt that 



IATA COURSES

Courses:

JT Aviation College (Under JT Educational Trust), is now the Authorized by     International Air 
Transport Association (IATA), Montreal Canada.  IATA is an association of world airlines and is 
the foremost authority in aviation training globally.  IATA certificates are recognized by all airlines and 
the alumni/students/professionals are given first preference by airlines' for airport jobs, promotion & 
salary increment. JT Aviation College - training major & market leader, is the only government univer-
sity (     M.A.K.A.U.T.) collaborated college in Eastern India to receive international recognition from 
aviation industry's influential airline association -  IATA. The students as well as airline/airport 
professionals from all 14 states of East India now have the option of receiving the training licenses of  
IATA Canada locally at Kolkata. For programme details,

Introduction to the Airline industry.

Airline Cabin Crew Training.

Passenger Ground Services.

Airport Ramp Services.

Ground Operations Management.

Cargo Introductory Course.

Cargo Security Awareness.

Cargo Supply Chain & Transport Modes.

Airline Customer Service.

Airline Marketing.

Assisting Travelers with Special Needs.

Air Transport Fundamentals.

Live Animals Regulations (LAR) course

www.jtaviation.in14
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Centre for Aviation Management
Research & Development (CAMRD)

An overview of Centre for Aviation Management Research
and Development (CAMRD):

Subjects:

Joint collaboration of JT Aviation College & Maulana Abul Kalam Azad University of Tech-
nology (      M.A.K.A.U.T.) -Govt.of West Bengal

JT Aviation College, Kolkata in association with Maulana Abul Kalam Azad University of Tech-
nology (       M.A.K.A.U.T.), Government of West Bengal and International Air Transport Association 
(     IATA), Canada has proudly launched its own Centre for Aviation Management Research 
and Development (CAMRD) under the patronage and special recommendations of the Govern-
ment of India, Government of West Bengal, United Nations' International Civil Aviation 
Organization (UN-ICAO) Canada, Airports Council International (ACI) Montreal And 
Aviation Industry Leaders. to conduct various innovative researches related to the aviation industry to 
overcome the growing challenges faced by the industry and to ensure smooth and better functioning of 
the aviation industry, thereby increasing job opportunities globally. CAMRD would be the first of its 
kind specialized Aviation Research and Development Centre in Eastern India's aviation hub- Kolkata. 
The Research and Development Centre aims to provide state-of-the-art and decisive solutions to the 
growing challenges faced by global aviation players by focusing on innovative researches. Kolkata- is 
one of the major nerve centers of airline and airport operations in India, which hosts Netaji Subhash 
Chandra Bose International Airport- just a few kilometers distance from our Research Centre.

The Research and Development Centre aims to provide state-of-the-art and decisive solutions to the 
growing challenges faced by global aviation players by focusing on conducting innovative researches 
on:

Thereby empowering the efficiency, growth, effectiveness and profitability of the airports and airlines 
in the short as well as in the long run. The centre would also take up research-based advisory and 
consultancy assignments based on industry trends and requirements and may formulate suggestive 
guidelines for policymakers and decision-makers in senior management of industry and government.

Various aspects of passenger and cargo operations.

Logistics and supply chain management.

Performance and Just In Time/On - Time Delivery.

Cost control, planning and budgeting through
ABC Analysis.

Logistics & Supply Chain Management.

Inventory Management.

Service Maintenance & Development.

Material Handling and Distribution Network.

Warehousing Operations Management.
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Research Fellows of CAMRD:

Candidates who have completed their Post-Graduation degree in Management, Business Administra-
tion, Aviation Operations / Management, Social Sciences, Humanities or related field can pursue this 
"Fellowship of Management" programme in their specialized area Aviation, which will help them to 
acquire good knowledge and experience about the various facets of the aviation sector and will open 
doors for various employment opportunities in the Aviation Industry. Their research work and stipend 
/ salary would be funded by the sponsoring authorities and conferment of 'FELLOW' status would 
provide them the opportunity to make a mark in the dynamic and ever-growing airline / airport indus-
try.

This research program will also be beneficial to professionals who are already working in the aviation 
industry and would like to develop a second / alternative career in teaching / academics and research-
es. Such Fellows can pursue the programme on a Part-time basis.

Research
The Research Fellows will also be instrumental in developing and consolidating the position of estab-
lished airlines as well as start-up airlines who want to launch or establish their bases in NSCB Interna-
tional Airport, Kolkata or any of the eastern Indian airports. The Fellows Would carry out their 
researches under the supervision of CAMRD Principal Investigators(PIs) efficiently and effectively and 
the industry would also stand benefitted by outsourcing their Research & Development (R&D) wing, 
which in turn would save their time and finances.

The Research Fellows can pursue this specialized 
aviation programme on Part time or Full Time 
basis after completing a Master's Degree or equiv-
alent Post Graduation in the related field. They 
will have to qualify in the University's Entrance 
Test after submitting their Post-Graduation 
certificate copies.

Preference would be given to candidates, who are 
already employed in the aviation industry or who 
are already pursuing / completed Ph.D. / Fellow-
ship.

The Fellows would be entitled to Airport Pass to carry out their research work in Kolkata Airport. Once 
selected in the Fellowship Programme, they would be required to apply for a Police Verification Certifi-
cate from their local police station. Depending on the nature of aviation research of the respective 
Fellows, a Principal Investigator (PI) will be allocated to them, who will act as their research guide. 
Candidates who have cleared Entrance Examinations such as NET/JRF/GATE etc will also be eligible 
for applying for the Fellowship program.

Fellow of Aviation
Management Programme 
Selection Procedure:
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Internship
JT Aviation successfully strives to become one of the leading aviation training college in Eastern India. 
Located in the Cultural Capital of the country – Kolkata, we have helped numerous students to fulfil 
their aspirations to fly high. The expertise and utmost dedication of the skilled faculty help students to 
get themselves placed with some of the leading names in the aviation industry.

In this context, to make the learning and lessons even more interactive and fascinating for the aspi-
rants, JT Aviation offers an one to six months internship program. The best part is that interns get to 
work and get familiar with the functionality in India’s one of the finest airports - Netaji Subhas Chan-
dra Bose International Airport (CCU). The interns also get to meet with different people during the 
program, and this helps them to gain great knowledge about the industry and how does it work.

The internship program aims to offer the real-life experience of working in some of the finest and best 
airports in the country as well as abroad. The students also get to know about the measures and strate-
gies they need to apply in case of an emergency in the airport or in their work zone.

The interns are allowed to move in different arrival as well as departure terminals. This enables them 
to meet with new passengers on regular basis and to deal with their queries. This practical experience 
proves to be extremely helpful in their operations when they work with the airlines.

Having an experience of working as an intern in one of the most popular and top class airports in India 
fill students with great confidence to pursue their career easily. It helps trainees to gain experience that 
proves to be extremely beneficial in the long run. This also helps in getting an extra edge while appear-
ing for interview rounds to get the best placements.

Internship program offered by JT Aviation also help enthusiasts to hone their professional skills with 
valuable hands-on the real-world experience. As an intern, they will be treated as more than a student 
– a valuable member of the team. Interns also get to develop a network with the leaders and benefit a 
lot from unlimited standby travel. They can also enhance their corporate as well as operational roles 
that make their path smooth.
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Placement
We are very happy that we are able to provide a good and secure future for our candidates. We have 
proudly placed our candidates in the following companies with a good package. In future, we are 
trying to serve better for the betterment of our students. 
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Successful Students
As we said that each and every student are the same for us and we provide the same guidance to all of 
them. If someone is facing problems with some topic, then our faculties are available to solve them. 
All our students are successfully placed, and we are happy to see that they are flying high. We expect 
you to join us and we will take the opportunity to provide the wings so that you can fly. Here are some 
of our successful students.
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28
Countries Reached

6310
Passed Students

6040
Placed Student

15
Courses
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S. PARVINH. CHATTERJEEC. YADAVP. GHOSH

S. DAS A. MAJUMDARP. LALP. DEY

R. PARIARY R. DASA. BISWASM. MAJHI

S. SHAW R. PRADHANR. SAHAN. KHANAM

A. CHAKRABORTY R. BAGM. PAHARIA. MUKHERJEE

R. SAHA D. BERAT. T. ALIT. SEN

S. DEY M. HALDERA. THAKURS. JHA



On-duty Students
Our dear students successfully working with Renowned Domestic and International Airlines 
through campus placements.
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Many More...
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Class Rooms
We are committed to unlocking the knowledge and igniting curiosity in every class.
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Shape your career with the wizards in the aviation industry and secure a better future ahead in life. JT 
Aviation is one of the most renowned and prestigious college in India that fulfil your aspirations to fly 
high. We assure you to provide you the best training to  in the aviation industry. Not only this, JT Avia-
tion College (Under JT Educational Trust),  is collaborated with the         Maulana Abul Kalam Azad 
University of Technology (M.A.K.A.U.T) and authorized by        International Air Transport 
Association (IATA).

Certificate
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Our hardwork, dedication and sincerity has won us acclamations and certificates of excellence 
in the field of education,  research and community.

We are overjoyed to share with the recent certificates of excellence that our college has received from 
the year 2018.

Certificate 2023



About Professors of JT Aviation College
JT Aviation College established in 2013. JT Aviation College under JT Educational Trust, is 
one of the leading Aviation Colleges in Kolkata providing aspirants with the World's Best Aviation 
Courses to make them climb the steps of success smoothly and quickly. We are also an authorized 
centre of Click here  International Air Transport Association (    IATA) courses and have proud-
ly collaborated with Maulana Abul Kalam Azad University of Technology (     M.A.K.A.U.T.) 
(formerly known as W.B.U.T.) recently. JT Aviation College provides a perfect learning and 
self-grooming atmosphere for every candidate. Our Faculty consists of some of the most eminent and 
knowledgeable professors and instructors who are experts in various fields of the Aviation Industry. 
They tirelessly work to inculcate the best of training methods like self-grooming skills, courteous 
customer service; various problem-solving skills in candidates so that they are well prepared for meet-
ing the requirements of the ever-changing needs of the Aviation Industry and can easily establish a 
remarkable career in the Aviation Sector.

Why Study Aviation?
It is one of the fastest-growing and popular industries in the whole world which offers lucrative 
salaries and other perks.

Both of our college campuses provide excel-
lent learning and self-grooming atmosphere.

Able guidance provided by eminent and 
extremely learned professors and instruc-
tors.

Great placement opportunities for candi-
dates with lucrative salary packages.

Enhancing global career opportunities for 
candidates by providing International Air 
Transport Association(IATA) authorized 
courses.

The aviation industry is changing and evolving every day thereby creating numerous job opportuni-
ties for the young aspirants who dream of making it big in life.

Courses in Aviation are not limited to flying a plane it is more than that. Aspirants will get to learn 
marketing, economics, and finance also which would enhance the scope of their employment 
opportunities.

Aspirants can seek a global career and turn their dreams into reality more easily with the Aviation 
Industry.
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Message from the Professors
JT Aviation College provides an array of aviation Courses along with Click here  International Air 
Transport Association (    IATA) authorized courses to enhance the career opportunities of the 
young aspirants who dream of reaching the pinnacle of success in the Aviation Industry.

We have a distinguished team of eminent and knowledgeable professors who have hands-on experi-
ence in the Aviation Industry and have oceans of knowledge about the industry. They are experts in 
inculcating the very best personality development and technical skills in the candidates to prepare 
them well for meeting every requirement of the ever-evolving Aviation Industry.

Quality of Professors:
Our faculty of professors and instructors are adorned by eminent personalities like -

Our leading team of experienced and learned professors and instructors are highly qualified and 
hold valuable degrees such as Post Doctorate in Management, MSc in Mathematics, MBA in finance 
and many more. Their sheer wealth of knowledge will ensure our students' to achieve the epitome 
of success in their field.

Accredited Management Professor B. Tech
(IIT, Kharagpur), M. Phil (mgmt), PHD (mgmt) with several years of teaching experience.

Duty Managers of leading airways with over 20 years of Aviation Experience.

Our eminent professors with their sheer wealth of knowledge and experience tirelessly work 
towards making Aviation courses as interesting as possible. They help students learn by making 
each lesson a pleasurable experience for them through educational videos, fun-filled activities, 
power points, and many more.

They help in providing a remarkable learning atmosphere where each student is given individual 
attention ensuring success for each and everybody.

The performances of the students are continuously monitored by our dedicated professors and 
instructors to bring out the best in them.

Our dedicated professors are experts in inculcating discipline in students which is very important 
in shaping up the personality of students.

Our leading team of experienced and 
learned professors and instructors are 
highly qualified and hold valuable degrees 
such as Post Doctorate in Management, 
MSc in Mathematics, MBA in finance and 
many more. Their sheer wealth of knowl-
edge will ensure our students' to achieve the 
epitome of success in their field.

Doctorate in Management and six sigma 
Master Black Belt, with oceans of experi-
ence in teaching Aviation.

Airport Director having a vast knowledge of 
the Aviation sector for over 40 years.

Experienced ex- air hostesses skilled in 
imparting self-grooming skills.
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College Excursion 2023
Glimpses of how our BBA Students enjoyed during JT Aviation College's 1st Excursion.
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Our International Excursion
Our students get the remarkable opportunity of Visiting International Place for their excursion. 
They get chances to experience and explore countries such as Bali, Singapor, Malasiya, Budapest, 
Pragu and many more all over the globe with reputed  International Airlines.

BALI

SINGAPOR

MALASIYA
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Our International Excursion
HUNGARY

LONDON
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Raghunathpur Campus  
AA-45, Shree Tower, 
V.I.P Road, Raghunathpur,
Kolkata-700059, West Bengal.

Contact :  (+91) 8337031352
WhatsApp : (+91) 8334998760
Email : careers@jtaviation.in
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